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The pulse-train envelope of a synchronously pumped mode-locked dye laser has been experimentally studied as a function of cavity length detuning. When a bandwidth-limiting birefringent tuning filter is included and the cavity is adjusted to the length that yields optimally short (~2-ps) pulses, there is a slow (~300 kHz), erratic amplitude modulation that provides a 20% variation in pulse energies. As the cavity length is detuned on the order of one part in 10^4, the modulation vanishes, but the individual pulse lengths increase dramatically. Further detuning results in a clean periodic envelope with a 20% modulation depth and a ~5-μsec period. With the birefringent filter removed, the dye-laser wavelength and bandwidth are studied as functions of the cavity length. Temporally, the clean periodic modulation persists at large detunings, but there is no length at which any erratic modulation can be observed without the bandwidth-limiting filter.

INTRODUCTION

Since the first reports of active mode locking in lasers, much demand has arisen for the stable, ultrashort optical pulses produced by this technique. Consequently much effort has gone into the theory and practical realization of reliable mode-locked pulse trains that are pulse-to-pulse consistent. A class of considerable interest is the synchronously pumped mode-locked (SPML) dye laser, which currently finds wide use as a tunable source of picosecond and even subpicosecond optical pulses. A typical system employs a cw modelocked pump laser, such as an acousto-optically mode-locked argon-ion laser whose cavity length is almost equal to the cavity length of the dye laser. Since the earliest experimental reports, this arrangement has been refined into a turnkey commercial system.

The earliest theoretical studies of SPML lasers used a rate-equation analysis to study steady-state pulse parameters as functions of the length mismatch between the pump laser cavity and that of the dye laser. Subsequent papers augmented these treatments, but it is only recently that theories have questioned the steady-state or self-consistent pulse-profile approach. Experimentally, Kluge et al. studied the subpicosecond temporal jitter on the output train of a SPML dye laser. They attribute this temporal jitter to the jitter of the pump laser. The theoretical studies of New and Catherall, however, suggested that a SPML laser will have a fundamental source of jitter. Further, streak-camera studies have suggested that there are cavity-length regimes—particularly where the shortest mode-locked pulses occur—where SPML dye lasers are unstable. Separately, Baer and Smith reported on the comb-structured rf spectra of a slightly mismatched SPML dye laser.

This paper presents the results of a systematic experimental study of the effect of small cavity detunings on the pulse-train envelope of a SPML Rhodamine 6G dye laser. Although the behavior of the laser is rich and varied, of practical interest is the observation of a slow, erratic amplitude modulation at the cavity length that produces the shortest pulses when the bandwidth-limiting tuning filter is included in the dye-laser cavity. Because most theories governing SPML dye lasers employ some form of a self-consistent pulse approximation, the behavior reported here has not been predicted. However, significant variations (up to 20%) occur only over the course of hundreds of pulses. Thus actual pulse-to-pulse variations are small, and the self-consistent pulse approximation remains reasonable for many purposes.

Zheng et al. reported a sequence of period-doubling bifurcations associated with extreme (30%) length mismatches between a mode-locked argon-ion pump laser and a Rhodamine dye laser and suggest that this system is appropriate for studies of optical chaos. The range of cavity detunings explored here, however, is kept to within 1 part in 1000—a physical length shift of 1.4 mm. This detuning range and the observed ~10^5-Hz amplitude modulation is parallel to a recent study of an acousto-optically mode-locked argon-ion laser. Reference 15 and the results of this exploration suggest that a slow, erratic envelope modulation may be a general characteristic of slightly detuned, actively mode-locked laser systems. An understanding of this instability may lead to a more thoughtful design of mode-locking drivers.

Similar time-domain studies have also been carried out without the filter in the cavity. Interestingly, no erratic behavior of the pulse-train envelope is observed when this linear element is omitted. However, a slow (microsecond) periodic modulation of the pulse train is identically present with and without the filter. Unlike the periodic modulation reported in Ref. 15, there is no onset of erratic behavior on further detuning. For the dye laser there is only a linear increase in fundamental modulation frequency with detuning.

There has recently been considerable interest in the biichromatic spectra emitted by cw dye lasers at suitable values of the threshold parameter r. In this study we also
examine the spectroscopy of a SPML dye laser as a function of the cavity length detuning, and certain types of multi-wavelength emissions are also reported.

**EXPERIMENTAL SETUP**

The experiments were performed using a commercially available Spectra-Physics argon-ion/Rhodamine 6G dye-laser system with cavity lengths of 186 cm. The argon laser (Spectra-Physics 2020) was actively mode locked by a fused silica acousto-optic modulator driven at about 40.25 MHz. The argon laser was operated in its TEM\(_{00}\) transverse mode and was set up to produce a stable train of 100-psec, 514-nm pulses with a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 80.5 MHz. Any jitter on this pulse train was more than 60 dB below the level of the 80.5 PRF component.

The argon laser pumped a matched cavity length Spectra-Physics 375B dye laser at a level approximately 2.4 times above threshold. The details of this arrangement are presented in Fig. 1. The 2 \(\times\) \(10^{-3}\) M (Rhodamine 6G in ethylene glycol) dye jet was set at Brewster's angle to the argon laser beam. The output coupler was mounted on a translateable stage, which provided the cavity-length adjustment. A Mitutoyo dial indicator permitted displacement measurements readable to 0.5-\(\mu\)m resolution, and the relative system-length error was less than \(\pm 2\) \(\mu\)m. For our purposes the optimum cavity length was defined as that length giving the shortest mode-locked pulse, as measured by a Spectra-Physics 409 autocorrelator. Length detunings were then measured as displacements away from this position. A reasonable estimate of this optimum difference between the length of the argon laser and the dye laser can be garnered from Ref. 18 and, for this case, is approximately 50 \(\mu\)m.

The temporal character of the pulse train was studied using two fast Si P–I–N diodes (Antronics S-2) operating photoconductively. The entire cross section of the laser beam was focused onto the detectors, although no variations in the effects reported here were observed when the detector was scanned radially across the beam. Although the 35-psec rise time of these detectors prevented any study of individual pulse shape, their signals provided an adequate measure of the total energy in each pulse. One of the signals was fed to a Tektronix 7L12 rf spectrum analyzer in a 7904 mainframe. This setup permitted constant monitoring of the homodyne spectrum as a function of length detuning. In general, it was convenient to focus on the frequency range of \(\pm 1\) MHz around the 80.5-MHz, \(c/2L\), PRF. The second photodiode was used to study the envelope in the time domain by using a Tektronix 7834 storage scope. The storage mode was essential for viewing some of the irregular (non-triggerable) signals. Also monitored was the average output power as measured by a Coherent 212 power meter. Interestingly, the average power remained fairly constant at approximately 75 mW (\(\pm 10\)%) throughout the range of detunings.

Generally included in the cavity was a two-plate birefringent filter with a measured bandwidth of 12 nm (FWHM). This permitted 2-psec pulses that were tunable across the Rhodamine gain spectrum. When the birefringent filter was removed, the operating wavelength and the bandwidth of the dye laser were no longer predetermined, and the resulting spectroscopy of the laser became interesting. The wavelength dependence of the average power was studied using a motor-driven 0.5-\(m\) Jarrell-Ash monochromator. A Coherent 212 power meter measured the average power transmitted by the monochromator. This analog signal was recorded on a Hewlett-Packard 7047A x–y recorder.

**TIME AND RADIO-FREQUENCY SPECTRA DATA**

Of immediate practical interest is the observation of a slow, erratic modulation on the pulse train at the optimum length detuning with the inclusion of a bandwidth-limiting, wave-length-tuning birefringent filter. Much of the data in the following paragraphs was taken with the birefringent filter in place and tuned to the peak wavelength of 599 nm; however, the data are qualitatively similar at all wavelengths across the Rhodamine gain curve. Figure 2(a) is a storage-scope trace of the pulse-train envelope at the optimum cavity length. On the 2 \(\mu\)sec/division scale shown here, the individual pulses are crowded together and the envelope appears as a continuous trace, showing significant modulation. The frequency content of this envelope is shown in the rf spectrum analyzer trace of Fig. 2(b). The horizontal scale is 200 kHz/division. The central peak is the 80.5-MHz, \(c/2L\), PRF and is surrounded by a broad background that lifts off the baseline. This homodyne spectrum reflects an irregular amplitude modulation of the pulse train with frequency components out to 800 kHz.

Pulses of under 10-psec duration are produced only if the cavity length is between \(L_{\text{opt}} - 10\) \(\mu\)m and \(L_{\text{opt}} + 30\) \(\mu\)m. The irregular envelope shown in Fig. 2(a) is present throughout this 40-\(\mu\)m range of lengths. The modulation depth, however, does decrease as the pulse length increases. At \(L = L_{\text{opt}} + 35\) \(\mu\)m, the modulation is 60 dB down, while the pulse widths are greater than 30 psec. Further detuning to \(L = L_{\text{opt}} + 92\) \(\mu\)m produces a deep (25%) regular envelope modulation. This clean periodic modulation persists for further
length increases until lasing stops at \( L = L_{\text{opt}} + 950 \, \mu\text{m} \). Figure 3 shows temporal traces and homodyne spectra for \( L = L_{\text{opt}} + 125 \, \mu\text{m} \) and \( L = L_{\text{opt}} + 320 \, \mu\text{m} \). As the cavity length increases through this regime, the modulation frequency increases linearly with a slope of 1.09 kHz/\( \mu\text{m} \), as shown in Fig. 4. Although this periodic modulation sets in with an abrupt threshold at a detuning of \( +92 \, \mu\text{m} \), if one projects a best-fit line through a plot of modulation frequency versus detuning, one finds a modulation frequency of zero at a detuning of \( +3 \, \mu\text{m} \)—effectively at the optimum length.

The phenomenology is more varied when \( L < L_{\text{opt}} \). The broadband noise present at \( L_{\text{opt}} \) persists as \( L \) is initially shortened. At first the bandwidth of the envelope narrows and the modulation depth gradually decreases. At \( L = L_{\text{opt}} - 60 \, \mu\text{m} \), there is a sharp transition point at which several strong sidebands grow from the background. In the time domain this appears as a sudden increase in the modulation depth. The pulse-train envelope and its homodyne spectrum at this length are shown in Fig. 5. This modulation diminishes on further detuning until, at \( L = L_{\text{opt}} - 80 \, \mu\text{m} \), the envelope is essentially flat. A second sharp transition into modulation occurs at \( L = L_{\text{opt}} - 123 \, \mu\text{m} \), at which point a strong, noisy modulation develops, as shown in Fig. 6. The irregularity in this signal disappears and the modulation depth grows during the next 5-\( \mu\text{m} \) length decrease. This case is shown in Fig. 7 for \( L = L_{\text{opt}} - 128 \). The power spectrum of Fig. 7(b) suggests that a period-5 bifurcation has occurred since \( L = L_{\text{opt}} - 123 \, \mu\text{m} \). Over the next 100 \( \mu\text{m} \) these smaller components grow, and frequency components fill in between them. In the time domain there is an irregular envelope with a 50% modulation depth. Lasing stops at \( L = L_{\text{opt}} - 280 \, \mu\text{m} \).

The data described above were taken with the birefringent filter in the dye-laser cavity. The pulse-train phenomenology is markedly simpler when this element is removed. In particular, there is no length regime where the envelope of the pulse train may be called erratic, including near \( L_{\text{opt}} \). Although there are areas for \( L < L_{\text{opt}} \) where there is a measurable background on the rf spectrum, its level is always down by more than 60 dB from the 80.5-MHz PRF component.

A characteristic that identically occurs whether or not the
tuning filter is in the cavity, however, is the clean periodic envelope modulation, as in Fig. 3. Temporal data taken without the filter give the same sudden onset at $L_{\text{opt}} + 92 \, \mu\text{m}$ and the same linear shift in frequency on further detuning, as shown in Fig. 4.

**SPECTRAL BEHAVIOR OF A FREE-RUNNING SYNCHRONOUSLY PUMPED MODE-LOCKED DYE LASER**

When the dye laser is free running, that is, when there is no wavelength-determining intracavity filter, the peak lasing wavelength, the bandwidth, and the shape of the spectra all become functions of the cavity length. The fact that the lasing wavelength changes with cavity length is not an anticipated result and does not occur in cw dye lasers. In Fig. 8 is a plot of lasing wavelength versus cavity detuning. Immediately evident are striking transitions in $\lambda_{\text{peak}}$ at $\Delta L = -437 \, \mu\text{m}$ and $\Delta L = +92 \, \mu\text{m}$. These transitions represent points at which the lasing wavelength is extremely sensitive to cavity length. No hysteresis was observed beyond that attributed to the mechanical setup. It is noteworthy that the transition at $\Delta L = +92 \, \mu\text{m}$ corresponds to the threshold detuning at which the uniform pulse train develops a period-

![Fig. 3. Clean periodic envelope modulation at long cavity lengths. For (a) and (b), $L = L_{\text{opt}} + 125 \, \mu\text{m}$; for (c) and (d), $L = L_{\text{opt}} + 320 \, \mu\text{m}$. The time base of (a) and (c) is 5 $\mu\text{sec}$/division. The spectrum analyzer scales in (b) and (d) are the same as in Fig. 2.](image)

![Fig. 4. Pulse-train modulation frequency versus cavity length detuning and a linear best fit. Typical error bars are of the order of the spot diameter.](image)
ic modulation. Also of interest is the region of trichromatic emission between $L = L_{\text{opt}} + 540 \mu m$ and $L = L_{\text{opt}} + 620 \mu m$.

The structure of the emission spectra also changes significantly with cavity-length detuning, and Fig. 9 presents a sampling of typical spectra in an abbreviated sequence for (a) $L = L_{\text{opt}} - 35 \mu m$, (b) $L = L_{\text{opt}}$, (c) $L = L_{\text{opt}} + 92 \mu m$ (the threshold for the periodic modulation), and (d) $L = L_{\text{opt}} + 280 \mu m$. Through the transitions noted above, the average power out of the dye laser does not change appreciably. In fact, as a rule, the average power is a fairly smooth function of detuning that peaks around $L = L_{\text{opt}} + 50 \mu m$. Consequently, although the bandwidth and the peak heights of these spectra change (at times abruptly and drastically), the area under each of these curves is roughly constant.

As the cavity is further lengthened, the main peak of Fig. 9(d) diminishes, and the shoulder of Fig. 9(c) returns. The resulting spectra are exemplified in Fig. 10 for $L = L_{\text{opt}} + 585 \mu m$, which may be viewed as an example of trichromatic emission. The separation of the peaks is of the order of a few nanometers and therefore is in the range of peak separation reported by Hillman et al.\textsuperscript{16} and Lawandy et al.\textsuperscript{17} in their studies of bichromatic emission from cw dye lasers.

**DISCUSSION**

The effects reported here represent several different aspects of SPML operation. It would be fair to expect that the pulse-train instabilities described here would arise from the nonlinear dynamics of short pulse formation where models that provide good agreement with pulse-shape data have been derived without wavelength considerations.\textsuperscript{18} Furthermore, the research of New and Catherall suggests that, because of spontaneous emission, the pulse train for a SPML laser is inherently unstable in certain length regimes.\textsuperscript{8,9} More heuristic has been the work of Ogawa and Hamamura, who studied the chaos predicted by the Maxwell-Bloch equations under sinusoidal driving.\textsuperscript{19} Of interest in a specific model of our SPML work would be the keystone role of the linear filter element in the formation of the erratic envelope, for without the filter the pulse train is stable. That the relevant characteristic of the filter is its finite bandwidth (response time) is supported by the observation that the character and magnitude of the erratic envelope are independent of filter detuning but the effect increases for filters of decreasing bandwidths.
To contrast with the filter-dependent erratic envelope in the region about \( L_{\text{opt}} \) is the periodic modulation depicted in Fig. 3 that occurs for long cavities whether the filter is present or not. Associated with this effect is the linear shift of the modulation frequency with cavity-length increase, as shown in Fig. 4. Importantly, the threshold detuning value of +92 \( \mu m \) and the best-fit slope of 1.09 kHz/\( \mu m \) are independent of the filter. Associated with this transition is the abrupt change in wavelength (see Fig. 8) and the double-humped emission of Fig. 9(c) that characterize the critical detuning of +92 \( \mu m \). This marked transition in the emission spectra of the dye laser at the onset of the periodic amplitude modulation of the pulse train suggests that wavelength and band considerations are also important in the dynamic model. To clarify these issues, more work is needed on the effects of bandwidth-limiting tuning filters on the output of SPML lasers.

In the absence of a rigorous theoretical model, we may speculate on plausible explanations for the shifts in wavelength with cavity detuning. One possibility would be that the shifts arise from the dispersion of the Rhodamine dye jet. Given that the gain from the argon laser arrives periodically with a fixed frequency \( v_{\text{Ar}} \), any stable pulse propagating in the cavity has to satisfy the condition

\[
kv_{\text{Ar}} = c/2n(\lambda)L,
\]

where \( c \) is the speed of light, \( n \) is the effective wavelength-dependent index of the cavity, \( L \) is the cavity length, and \( k \) is an integer. The propagating pulse can then fulfill condition (1) if it changes its wavelength to keep its effective cavity length constant. Because most of the cavity is free space, \( n(\lambda) = n_0(1 - l/L) + (1/L)n_d(\lambda) \), and Eq. (1) may be rewritten as

\[
(1/L)n_d(\lambda) = c/2L\nu_{\text{Ar}} - n_0(1 - l/L).
\]

Here, \( n_0 \) is the index of free space, \( n_d(\lambda) \) is the dispersive index of the dye, \( l \) is the length of the jet, and, in accordance with our setup, \( k = 1 \). However, because the dispersion of the dye is scaled by \( l/L \sim 10^{-6} \), this explanation cannot account for the 25-nm variation in \( \lambda \). In other words, because the dye jet is only approximately 200 \( \mu m \) long, its index must about double to compensate for a similar shift in cavity length.

More fundamentally, it is the group velocity,

\[
\nu_g = c/(n + \nu dn/dv),
\]

and not the phase velocity, \( c/n \), that we need to consider in Eq. (1) above. In Eq. (3), \( \nu dn/dv \) is the dispersion, which, for a homogeneous laser operating near line center, is

\[
\nu dn/dv = g(v)/(2\pi\Delta v_h).
\]

Here, \( g(v) \) is the small-signal gain and \( \Delta v_h \) is the homogeneous linewidth. For our laser \( \nu (dn/dv) \) may be appreciable—of the order of 0.4–0.8. Consequently a variation in group velocity might contribute to the wavelength variations observed here.

Alternatively, a simple band model argument can also lead to wavelength shifts. The upper lasing state \( S_1 \) of the dye is actually a 30-nm band of vibrational sublevels with an intraband relaxation time of the order of a few picoseconds.13
Because the $S_1-S_0$ transition time is approximately 5 nsec, the excited dye molecules typically accumulate at the bottom of the band, and it is a good approximation, under normal lasing conditions, to ignore the band structure altogether. Nonetheless, in a synchronously pumped configuration, a shortening of the cavity could cause the pulse to arrive before the excited molecules have cascaded to the bottom of the $S_1$ band. This blue shifts the lasing wavelength. Given a 30-nm bandwidth and an intraband relaxation time of 4 psec, this picture predicts roughly a 5-nm shift in wavelength for a 100-μm cavity detuning. This figure is close to the slope at several places of the wavelength detuning curve of Fig. 8. Of note here is the recent study by Hong and Haken\textsuperscript{20} that suggests that the band structure of dye molecules may account for the spectral behavior observed in Refs. 16 and 17.

More experimental work needs to be done on the multi-peaked emission spectra. It is tempting to associate our data with the bichromatic emission observed by Hillman et al.\textsuperscript{16} and Lawandy et al.,\textsuperscript{17} but the dramatically different experimental configurations and our relatively broad, non-distinct spectral peaks are significant obstacles to such an association. The 40-psec pulse (1.2 cm) and our cavity geometry make our laser essentially unidirectional in the pulse-active medium interaction. Thus no pulse-shortening, spectral splitting dispersion grating can be set up.

Although the effects reported here are pertinent characteristics of a synchronously pumped mode-locked system, it is not anticipated that these effects will be easy to reproduce with a single simple theoretical model. Existing models for SPML lasers are already highly complex, and, in most cases, they omit the nonperiodic behavior, bandwidth-limiting fil-

---

Fig. 9. Emission spectra of a free-running SPML dye laser for (a) $L = L_{\text{opt}} - 35\, \mu$m, (b) $L = L_{\text{opt}}$, (c) $L = L_{\text{opt}} + 92\, \mu$m, and (d) $L = L_{\text{opt}} + 280\, \mu$m. The horizontal scales are identical; however, the vertical scale of (a) is, as marked, five times less than those of (b)–(d).
Fig. 10. Triple-peaked emission spectrum of a free-running SPML dye laser at \( L = L_{\text{opt}} + 585 \mu \text{m} \).
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